
more costly. The benches should be mounted so below and curving out over the end of the bench.
that they are level, and there are usually screw This design allows benches to easily roll under the
type leveling mechanisms on each leg. The level end of the fill line.
bench provides for uniform watering of all pots, and
the channels prevent pots from sitting in water The principle disadvantage of ebb-and-flow sys-
held in any low spots after the water is drained. teams is their initial cost. However, the relative cost

is not as great in new installations when compared
The benches come in standard widths and are to the combined costs of installing other bench and

pieced together to obtain any desired length. irrigation systems. The main advantage of ebb-
Benches can be fixed or rolling space- saver and-flow irrigation is the ease of use. Moving
benches with permanently-connected drain and fill plants is easy and does not require handling drip
lines. Ebb-and-flow irrigation systems can also be tubes for each container. Keeping the benches
rolling table tops, which do not have fixed line clean can be easier than with capillary mat sys-
connections. teams, and there is not the need for replacing mats.

A consideration in the design of an ebb-and-flow
irrigation system is the size of the holding tank. Flood floors
It is impractical to use one large tank that has Flood floors are subirrigation systems similar to
enough capacity to flood all the benches in a green- ebb-and-flow benches, except that the plants are
house at one time. The tank would need to be very grown on concrete floors. The principles of flooding
large, and large amounts of water and fertilizer the plants, water uptake, and fertilization are the
would be wasted when the tank had to be emptied. same as in ebb-and-flow systems. Flood floors are
The tank is usually sized to irrigate 3 to 8 benches considerably cheaper than ebb-and-flow benches,
at one time. The first zone is flooded, and, when but are more difficult to install.
draining is started, flooding of the next zone is
started. This cycle is repeated until all plants have Getting proper drainage is the key to success
been irrigated. The number of fertilizer solutions with flood floors. They do not have the channels to
available to be used at one time is limited by the move water away from pots and any low spots will
number of tanks installed. Many growers get along hold water. Poor drainage can result in problems
with one tank where all the plants in a house need since plants in low areas will stay too wet and be
similar fertilization. It is also easy to design the prone to disease problems. To promote water
system to flood with clear water and that is drainage away from pots, the floors are given a
discarded after use. small uniform slope toward the drain. Standard

concrete construction and leveling techniques gen-
The filling and draining process can be handled erally are not adequate for providing the desired

in different ways. Some benches are designed with uniformity of the floors. It can be difficult to find
one tube connected in the bottom of the bench, and concrete contractors with the necessary skills for
the bench is filled and drained through the same installing flood floors. Additionally, the floor
line. These benches usually take longer to drain. should be constructed so that it can withstand the
Systems with separate fill and drain lines are avail- weight of any equipment that may need to be
able. The drain can be controlled manually or driven across the floor during production, shipping
mechanically, but this can be expensive and time or clean-up.
consuming. Benches with drains that open when
the water level reaches a desired height or with The amount of area flooded at one time is
drains that are open but drain slower than the greater in flood floors than with ebb-and-flow
bench is filled, may be preferable. Drains can have benches, so the tank and associated plumbing will
attached lines or they can be open below the bench. be larger and must be appropriately sized. Usually
In the later case, the water falls into a fixed trough flood floors are constructed with an entire green-
to run back to the holding tank. Some systems do house bay being one zone. Most are built so the
not have permanently connected fill lines. One water runs back to the tank from each zone.
method is to use soft tubing that hooks over the However, they can be designed in staggered eleva-
edge of the bench, similar in design to washing tions, so the water flows from one zone to another
machine drain lines. A more common arrangement before going back to the tank.
has polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipe running from
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